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Abstract

In practice, Thailand adheres to a dualism between international law and national law in

taxation law. For the elimination of double taxations, Thailand is using both unilateral and

bilateral relief measures. Unilateral relief therein stipulated in Royal Decree No.300 B.E.2539

for the elimination of double taxation on income that was already taxed in another foreign

country and Royal Decree No.442 B.E.2548 to exempt dividend income that was taxed in

another foreign country to be expensed again under the Revenue Code to provide measure for

relief double taxation.

This research was conducted based on the concept of the neutrality of tax relief on taxpayers

within the theory of capital import neutrality (CIN) and capital export neutrality (CEN). It

focuses on analyzing cases using Royal Decree No. 300 B.E. 2539 and Royal Decree No.

442 B.E. 2548 and a comparison with the Double Taxation Agreement (DTA).

Firstly, the problem of the formulation under Royal Decree No. 300 B.E. 2539, that provides

tax privileges along with tax credits through formulations based on the DTA, mostly revealed

problems of neutrality for Thai investors.

Secondly, Royal Decree No. 442 B.E. 2548 has the problem of providing tax privileges

through excessive tax exemptions on dividends due to dividends receiving full tax exemption,

and it provides for withholding taxes taxed in a foreign country which can be used as deductible

expenses in Thailand.

The study reveals that the use of bilateral relief in connection with unilateral relief maintains

several issues and loopholes. These should be limited to control the use of unilateral tax relief,

which at the same time, are harmful to the principle of neutrality of the international taxation

system.
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INTRODUCTION

In practice, Thailand adheres to a

dualism between international law and national

law. Dualism or dualists emphasize the

difference between national and international

law. Without translation international law does

not exist as law. If a state accepts a treaty, but

does not adapt its national laws in order to

conform to the treaty or does not create a

national law explicitly incorporating the treaty,

then it violates international law. The

jurisdiction to impose taxes is based on two

principles; the Source Principle and the

Residence Principle. Under the “Source

Principle”, a country claims to tax income

based on the country’s relationship to that

income. For example, a country would invoke

the source principle to tax income derived from

the extraction of mineral deposits located

within its territorial boundaries. Under the

“Residence Principle”, a country’s claim to tax

income based on its relationship to the person

deriving that income. For example, a country

would invoke the residence principle to tax

wages earned by a resident of that country

without reference to the place where the

wages were paid. The Residence Principle is

used mainly to impose taxes on the worldwide

income of a country’s residents or citizens.

Thereby, a tax burden arises when income or

profit has incurred on the relationship of the

income to the taxing country or the relationship

of the taxpayers to the taxing country based

on residence or citizenship. So, when both the

source country and country of residence have

authority to tax the same income or profit, it

means the income will be taxed at two or more

times, once by the source country and

additional time by the country of residence.

Whether it be the income or profit, in either

case it results in an injustice to the taxpayer.

The Double Taxation Agreement (DTA)

was created for the purpose of resolving this

problem. Where a single earned income is

being taxed two or more times, the DTA

created a method for solving this problem by

using a method to reduce the double taxation

or eliminate one of the taxes. However, in a

globalized economy, we have a double tax

burden in two categories: Economic Double

Taxations and Jurisdictional Double Taxation.

The Double Taxation Agreement (DTA)

attempts to find a way to eliminate double

taxation by using various relief methods, for

example; tax deductions, tax credits, tax

exemptions, or tax sparing. However, it does

not provide a perfect way to resolve all double

tax burdens, it depends on the situation,

traditions, or circumstances found in each

country which attempts to use a particular

method in terms of whether that method is

appropriate and mostly beneficial to that

country. Nevertheless, the Double Taxation

Agreement (DTA) is one measure to eliminate

or provide relief to double taxation by

acceding the agreement on tax treaties with

the contacted countries that will decide  the

methods of relief for the double taxation which

is incurred in both countries or more, which is

also known as a measure of bilateral relief.

The second one is unilateral relief, which is

the policy of one country to help their residents

to eliminate the payment of double taxation or

being taxed in the source country.

Thailand is using both, unilateral and

bilateral relief measures. Unilateral relief is
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stipulated in Royal Decree No.300 B.E.2539

for the elimination of double taxation on income

that was already taxed in another foreign

country or Section 3 of Royal Decree No.442

B.E.2548 to exempt dividend income that was

taxed in another foreign country to be

expensed again under the Revenue Code to

provide a measure for relief from double

taxation. Studies have revealed that several

issues and loopholes remained in the use of

bilateral relief in connection with unilateral

relief, particularly, when it came to control of

limits on tax credit when a taxpayer uses the

unilateral method and there are no restrictions

used for bilateral measures where attempts to

use the unilateral relief measures to gain

benefits follows. There should be limitations

to control the use of unilateral tax relief, which

at the same time, are harmful to the principle

of neutrality of the international taxation system.

Although, Thailand has these two

measures that relieve the burden of double

taxation, both have some confusing to

understand regulations and may provide some

conflict between using them for tax burden

relief in terms of practical application. Even

though, Royal decree No.300 B.E.2539 and

Royal Decree No. 442 B.E.2548 are both

domestic regulatory policies that introduced

unilateral tax relief, there are no restrictions

that determine the position of a taxpayer who

has first used  the bilateral method and then

attempts to use the unilateral method, as well,

to gain even more benefits. The international

tax relief rule should apply only to one method,

either unilateral or bilateral, for each case.

Especially, it should have a limitation to control

the using of unilateral tax relief measures so

that domestic policies can be easier to

determine rather than made as part of the

negotiation process in bilateral agreements.

For example, a Thai resident is operating

a business in Thailand under the Thai Civil and

Commercial Code. The company runs

businesses in Vietnam, which has also signed

a DTA with Thailand. When this company in

Vietnam earns income, the company has to

pay taxes in Vietnam under the Source

Principle and receives a tax certificate.

Consequently, this Thai company attempts to

claim a tax credit under Section 47 bis of the

Revenue Code. Thailand and Vietnam have a

DTA to eliminate the income earned in

Vietnam, therefore, the income already taxed

in Vietnam and claimed by the taxpayer for a

tax credit under the DTA. However, this Thai

company can still be taxed by using Royal

Decree No. 300. In this situation, it illustrates

that Thai regulations still have some gaps or

loopholes that may confuse  when determining

the tax relief method between bilateral reliefs

under a DTA and unilateral reliefs under

domestic policy.

In other cases, Thai investors who invest

in a foreign country may receive income from

that foreign country that is between income

“negotiated on a DTA and un-negotiated on a

DTA”. The calculation method of foreign tax

credits is different, because calculation under

DTA provides less credit than calculation

under Royal Decree No. 300. That difference

distorts and can cause a problem for neutrality

in taxation.

The Unilateral Relief measure conducted

in one way only and can only be carried out

by the government.  In the case of a source

country or residence country, the government

should design a domestic law to eliminate

double taxation of income which is taxed in

other countries, without needing to enter a

negotiated agreement (Double Taxation

Agreement) with those countries.
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This approach is quite successful;

however, the confidence of the investors,

particularly international investors, and even

local investors is low because the domestic

law to eliminate double taxation can be

canceled at any time depending on the current

government’s policy preferences.

Nevertheless, unilateral relief measures are

considered to be a necessity to any country

that aims to reduce double taxation for

taxpayers of that country. However, a country

or taxpayer cannot only looking to eliminating

double taxation agreements as a solution;

therefore, it requires a process to design an

effective long-term agreement that is successful

when applicable.

The methods of unilateral relief that are

internationally accepted, consist of; 1)

providing regulations on Tax Exemption for

income incurring in another country, 2)

regulating domestic laws that refer to being

taxed  in another country, and turning them

into Foreign Tax Credits when calculating

the taxes  in the home country.

Bilateral Relief is a method used through

international cooperation between two

countries by negotiating a ‘Bilateral Treaty’ or

Double Taxation Agreement (DTAs) between

the residence country and the source country.

DTAs were created to resolve the problem,

where a taxpayer who has earned income from

one country, but is being taxed two or more

times in different countries for different reasons.

DTAs were created as a method for solving

this problem by reducing or eliminating the tax

burden in the countries where it is taxed.

The Problem of the Study

Although, Thailand has these two

measures that relieve the burden of double

taxation both are difficult to understand and

therefore apply. Even though, Royal decree

No.300 B.E. 2539 and  Royal Decree No.

442 B.E. 2548 are both domestic regulatory

policies that introduced  unilateral tax relief,

there are no restrictions that determine the

position of a taxpayer who uses  the bilateral

method and then subsequently attempts to use

the unilateral method as well in order to gain

more  benefits. The international tax relief rule

should apply to only one method, either

unilateral or bilateral, per case. Especially, it

should have a limitation to control the using of

unilateral tax relief measures so that domestic

policies can be more easily determined.

For example, and this case occurred in

reality, a Thai resident is operating a business

in Thailand under the Thai Civil and

Commercial Code. The company runs

businesses in Vietnam, which also has signed

a DTA with Thailand. When this company in

Vietnam earns income, it has to pay taxes in

Vietnam under the Source Principle and

receive a tax certificate. Consequently, this

company attempts to claim a tax credit under

Section 47 bis of the Revenue Code. So,

Thailand and Vietnam have a DTA to eliminate

the income earned in Vietnam, therefore, the

income taxed in Vietnam can be claimed by

the taxpayer as a tax credit for tax already

paid under the DTA. However, in a situation

where the Vietnam’ Revenue Department’s

provided certificate stating tax already paid in

withholding taxes to Thai company, and the

Thai company can still receive a tax privilege

by using Royal Decree No.300. In this

situation, it is illustrated that our regulation still

have some gaps or loopholes that may cause

confusion when determining the tax relief

method when choosing between bilateral relief

under a DTA or unilateral relief under domestic

policy.
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In other cases, Thai investors who invest

in a foreign countries may receive income from

those foreign countries that is between income

categories “negotiated on a DTA and un-

negotiated on a DTA”. The calculation method

of foreign tax credits is different, because

calculation under a DTA provides less credit

than calculation under Royal Decree No. 300,

which distorts and can cause a problem in

terms of neutrality in taxation.

The main objective of unilateral and

bilateral relief measures is to eliminate the

burden of double taxation that occurs when a

taxpayer has been taxed for one income or

profit more than one time from more than one

country. With this objective in mind, measures

to eliminate double taxation should be related

to one another, meaning,  that the relief of

Unilateral and Bilateral measures should be in

coexistence with one another,  and should not

collide in  providing  tax privileges Additionally,

they should be in consistent with each other.

Unilateral and Bilateral relief measures

should provide tax privileges that relieve the

burden of double taxation. At the same time,

a taxpayer can only benefit from such

measures if they fall under the conditions of

unilateral and bilateral relief measures that

allow for such tax privileges.

In principle, tax privileges, by both

unilateral and bilateral measures should have

equal capacity to elimination the burden of

double taxation, if they are not to be used

together since they could overlap in the tax

privileges that one may be able to obtain which

may even be damaging to investment that

requires Capital Import Neutrality (CIN) and

Capital Export Neutrality (CEN) in

international economics.

The Problem of non-parallel Tax Privileges

in the Unilateral Reliefs under Royal

Decree No.300 B.E. 2539 and Bilateral

Relief of DTAs

Royal Decree No. 300 B.E. 3539, has

the purpose of eliminating double taxation

occurring for Thai investors when doing

business in a foreign country, in case where a

foreign country is not a signatory to  the double

taxation agreement (DTAs). Unilateral relief

measures that have been  adopted are tax

credits or tax exemptions for investors in Thai

investments.

Therefore, unilateral measures under

Royal Decree No. 300 should be in

coexistence with other measures by eliminating

double taxation in the same way that DTAs

would indicate they be eliminated.  It should

take into consideration Thai investors who have

been doing business and invested in foreign

countries. The terms and conditions should be

deliberated between foreign source countries

and they should be able to come to an

agreement what measures should be used to

eliminate the burden of double taxation. Foreign

source countries should be receiving the equal

benefit of tax privilege for the promotion of

eliminating the burden of double taxation by

the use of a unilateral relief measure that is

stipulated in Royal Decree No. 300 and in the

DTAs. At the same time, this should not be

opposed to the principle of unilateral and

bilateral relief measures.

This might provide an unparalleled tax

privilege to investors and may violate capital

import neutrality (CIN) and capital export

neutrality (CEN), because of the non-neutrality

of the calculation of the amount of tax credit.

Because the calculation method of foreign tax

credit in both types of tax relief measures is
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different, unilateral relief measures aim to

replace DTAs in countries where there is no

DTA with Thailand. In principle, unilateral relief

measures can only be used on income received

in Thailand, not on income from countries

where Thailand is a signatory party to a DTA.

The problem with calculating the amount

of foreign tax credit available using both Royal

Decree No.300 and DTAs has not been

undertaken in a parallel fashion. Royal Decree

No. 300 has provided a tax credit method

using the following formula:

(A × C = Foreign Tax Credit)

Where A is Net Profit and C is the Tax

Burden in Thailand (rate of taxation).

The total amount of earned income in that

foreign country will be multiplied by the tax

rates which will result in the amount of foreign

tax credit for that company that will be

deductible in Thailand. Foreign tax credit as

bilateral relief measures uses a different

calculation method.

Bilateral relief measures comply with the

OECD model and the UN model depending

on the negotiated parties, whether developed

or developing country, to preserve an

international standard on foreign tax credits.

Thailand is more in favor of using the UN model.

The following formula is used for the calculation

on foreign tax credit when Thailand is

negotiating conditions of a DTA with other

countries;

 ( = Foreign Tax Credit)

Where A is Net Profit, B is World wide

income, and C is the Tax Burden in Thailand.

It calculates the total income amount

earned in a foreign country, divide the number

with the total amount of income that a company

has earned as worldwide income, and multiplies

it by the tax rate in Thailand. The final amount

will be the foreign tax credit that was earn by

that company and is deductible in Thailand.

Even though, the calculation of foreign tax

credit under unilateral relief measures (Royal

Decree No. 300) and bilateral relief measures

(DTA) as we can see, provides different

formulas to find the amount of tax credit to be

deductible from total income of a Thai

company, this method provides the amount of

foreign tax credit to Thai investors over the

benefit that a DTA may provide. Royal Decree

No. 300 does not contain a regulation that

divides the worldwide income, as DTAs

require.

Assume that there are two Thai investor

companies, A and B, which want to invest in

foreign countries. Company A has invested in

Kazakhstan which has no negotiated tax treaty

(DTA) with Thailand. Therefore, in the 2014,

tax year, Company A has earned an income

from Kazakhstan totaling about 100 million

Baht. Because Kazakhstan and Thailand have

not concluded a DTA, Company A may have

to carry the burden of being taxed twice on

income earned in Kazakhstan which is taxed

in Kazakhstan (assume Kazakhstan has a

corporate income tax rate is 20%) with a total

tax liability of about 20 million Baht. After that,

Company A has to pay taxes to Thailand based

on the worldwide income principle, where in

2014, it earned about 100 million Baht, and

therefore, the tax liability in Thailand is

approximately (assume Thailand has a

corporate income tax rate of 25%)  25 million

Baht. Hence, Company A carries a tax burden

of 45 million Baht. However, Royal Decree

No. 300 provides for foreign tax credit as a

unilateral relief measure, Company A is entitled

to a tax credit (total income earned from
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Kazakhstan × Thai corporate income tax rate

= foreign tax credit, 100,000,000 × 0.25 =

25 million Baht). The end result is that

Company A has to pay taxes of  5 million Baht

(for the reason that a tax was already paid on

the income in a foreign and can be converted

into a foreign tax credit, depending on the

restrictions set for the total tax rate  in Thailand,

25 million Thai tax liability – 20 million foreign

tax credit = 5 million Baht liability).

In another case, Company B invests in the

Republic of Korea (South Korea). A DTA has

been negotiating to eliminate the burden of

double taxation with Thailand. This has been

put into force beginning on June 29, 2007.  In

the 2014 tax year, Company B has earned an

income of about 100 million Baht from South

Korea and owes South Korea 20 million Baht

in taxes. For Thailand, the tax burden would

be 50 million Baht (assume that company B

has a worldwide income of 200 million Baht

which would make the tax liability = 0.25 X

200 million). The total amount of tax burden

for company B would be 70 million Baht.

However, Thailand and South Korea have

signed a DTA to eliminate double taxation by

using the ordinary tax credit method which

would be 25 million Baht ((100 income in

Korea ÷ 200 worldwide income) × 50 Thai

tax liability on worldwide income = tax credit

of company B of about 25 million Baht). Then

total amount of tax to be paid in Thailand

would be 25 million Baht (50 of worldwide

income – 25 of tax credit = 25).

The Revenue Department, nevertheless,

has a tax ruling principle stipulated in the

Ministerial Regulation MF 0706/10858 dated

December 28th, 2005 which provides the

standard regulations, and the methodology for

selecting a method to relief for the burden of

double taxation as a resident of Thailand.

Taxpayers will have to select to either deduct

expenses by means of bilateral tax relief

measures under the Double Tax Agreement

(DTA) or unilateral tax relief based on Royal

Decree No. 300 B.E. 2539, in which it is

devised to use one method per country,

meaning, that a third relief measure cannot be

chosen to reduce the burden of double

taxation in another country. With this position,

several issues occur, from why the amount of

foreign tax credits differ in each country, for

countries which have entered into a DTA with

Thailand and which countries have not signed

DTAs with Thailand.

Comparison of formula to calculate tax credit for relief of tax burden between the
Unilateral (Royal Decree No. 300) and Bilateral (Ordinary Tax Credit) relief measures

(Unit: Million Baht)
Item Royal Decree No. 300 Ordinary Tax Credit (DTA) 

Foreign Income 100 100 

Foreign Taxed (Assume20%) (20) (20) 
Net Profi t 100 * 

assume has only foreign income 
100 * 

From foreign income 

Worldwide Income - 
Not consider  to calculate 

100 (TH) 
200 

Thailand Tax Burden, Before deducting 
tax credit (Assume 25% tax credit) 

25 50 

Tax Credit 
20 

Full tax was paid in foreign country, 

not more than tax paid in Thailand. 100

200
× 50 = 25

25 
from calculate wi th; 

Tax was Paid to Thai land 
(Tax Burden – Tax Credit) 

5 
Based on this  calculation: (25 – 20) 

25 
Based on this  calculation: (50 – 

25) 

Total Tax Burden 25 45 
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Likewise, the above comparison table

reveals that both Thai companies, Company

A and Company B, should receive the same

amount of tax credit using the unilateral and

bilateral relief measures provided to lessen the

burden of double taxation.  Especially where

unilateral relief measures have used when the

bilateral measures focus within a foreign source

country that has not signed a negotiated

agreement on dealing with double taxation. In

addition, that makes losses of state’s revenue

from providing the amount of the tax credit

based on Royal Decree No. 300 redundant,

compared with the tax privilege provided from

a Double Taxation Agreement.

Moreover, international taxation has a

concept of neutrality, which is important as well.

Neutrality on capital export in relation to

taxation shall mean equal treatment for all

taxpayers, as well as, not distorting the idea

for investors to make investment. Therefore,

measures of unilateral and bilateral tax relief

are a part of international taxation, which

eliminates the tax burden for double taxation.

Royal Decree No. 300 provides a higher

amount for foreign tax credit when compared

to DTA that can be easily and naturally

distorted when Thai individuals or companies

want to invest in a foreign country, as has been

explained in the two examples above.

Additionally, the unparalleled level of Royal

Decree No.300 on the amount of tax credit

and Double Taxation Agreement might obstruct

the expansion of Thai investors to invest

aboard.

Therefore, it can be seen that there has

been inequality in granting tax privileges,

particularly the benefits regulated in Royal

Decree No.300 that gives more tax credit to

tax payers than the DTA does and the

government will lose revenue that would have

come from collecting excessive taxes because

a higher tax credit will mean that the

government can collect lower tax revenues.

The Problem of Lacking a Provision

Regarding Unilateral Relief in Royal

Decree No. 300 B.E. 2539 and Royal

Decree No. 442 B.E. 2548

The regulations on unilateral relief

measures that have been stipulating the methods

in the royal decrees is unclear and can cause

confusion in the enforcement process, which

seems to create a gap in the tax system. In

some cases, this gap may lead to the extent

where the excessive use of tax benefits may

actually damage investments. Solving this

problem would not only conform to the

purpose of the taxes, but also eliminate some

or all tax liabilities that ought to be paid to the

source country. The researcher will separate

the two parts of the problems in relation to Royal

Decree No. 300 and Royal Decree No. 442.

Royal Decree No. 300 B.E. 2539 and

the tax ruling approach introduced by the

Revenue Department, MF 0706/10858,

dated December 28th, 2005, give taxpayers

three channels they can select from to address

the issue of double taxation. That would mean

that the 3 channels should work well with one

another, since they serve the same purpose

which is the elimination of double taxation in

similar ways. However, MF 0706/10858 rules

that only one channel can be used to eliminate

the double taxation problem of each country

in that tax year.

To begin with, the first loophole that Royal

Decree No. 300 contains is that in regard to

relief double taxation, there is no clear set of

instructions on what the process should look

like. Once a taxpayer has received the tax
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privilege under the Double Taxation Agreement

(DTAs) they are prohibited from using Royal

Decree No. 300 the next time.

One example where it has become an issue

is when a Thai company invested in Vietnam

with one permanent establishment and they had

earned income on service fees from Vietnam.

The Revenue Department of Vietnam has

taxed using withholding taxes from that Thai

company of about 15% and provides a

withholding tax certificate in Vietnam to Thai

companies. Therefore, the Thai company

remitted the withholding tax certificate from

Vietnam to the Thai Revenue Department in

order to receive foreign tax credit under Royal

Decree No. 300 B.E. 2539. The tax was paid

in a foreign country, 15% withholding tax  has

already been paid to Vietnam; the Thai

Revenue Department provides a foreign tax

credit under Royal Decree No. 300 of 15 %

to this Thai company. However, Thailand and

Vietnam have signed a negotiated Double

Taxation Agreement (DTA) between The

Kingdom of Thailand and The Socialist

Republic of Vietnam for Avoidance of Double

Taxation, and Article 7 of the DTA, regulates

that the service fee is deemed as Business Profit

in paragraph 1 and is not subject to tax liability

in Vietnam, so this Thai company used this

clause to claim to the Vietnam Revenue

Department that it has not been authorized to

tax those service fees.

In this situation, Thailand has lost income

from taxes that have derived from a source

country, which happens due to negligence and

lack of understanding of the process in Royal

Decree No. 300. This has caused tremendous

damages to the Thai tax system. The loopholes

also provide double tax privileges from

unilateral and bilateral relief measures. It is

crucial to consider amending the regulations

on unilateral tax relief, as it has been distinct

issue, and has systematically damaged the

income cash flow of Thailand from taxable

income to an extreme and excessive degree.

The second loophole is found in Royal

Decree No. 442, the elimination method for

double tax burden on dividends to Thai

residents who have received dividends from

foreign countries in cases of unsigned DTAs

with Thailand, by using the tax exemption

method on dividends which were taxed in a

foreign country, for not remitting dividend

income which was received from a foreign

country and taken into account to calculate

the net profit for the purpose of determining

the tax to be paid to the Thai government.

An analysis of  the regulations of Royal

Decree No. 442 and according to the Tax

Ruling of Revenue Department of MF.0706

(KM.04)/883, which provides tax privilege to

Thai investors using a double step process to

claim the privileges. Step number one, Royal

Decree No. 442 has a rule on tax exemption

on dividends received from foreign countries

under its regulations. Step number two,

taxpayers who receive dividends from foreign

countries, in cases where they have been taxed

with a withholding tax of 15 percent of the

total dividend income, paid to the foreign

country. Ruling MF.0706 (KM.04)/883

provides 15 percent of withholding tax for

foreign countries that cannot be exempted

under Royal Decree No. 442. However, the

Ruling provides that deductible expenses under

Section 65 bis of the Revenue Code section

65 bis not be prohibited in Section 65 ter.

Royal Decree No. 442 describes the

exemption methods for eliminating double

taxation by unilateral relief measures. This

method prevents claiming privileges for more

than would be claimed using the tax credit
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method under Royal Decree No. 300 where

just some part of the tax burden will be

eliminated, however, the exemption does not

cover the  tax burden related to dividends that

have not been calculated in existing Thai tax

law. Consequently, the question of why does

the Revenue Department provides more

privileges, namely, 15 percent on withholding

taxes that have been taxed in foreign countries

to certain kind of positions, where deductible

expenses of net profit can be taxable.

Therefore, providing tax exemption under

Royal Decree No. 442, that has sufficient tax

privileges using the tax exemption method, to

prevent withholding taxes from being

considered as deductible expenses.

Considering them as deductible expenses

would be excessive privileges to tax by the

elimination method, under Royal Decree No.

442 and according to the Ruling of Revenue

Department of MF.0706 (KM.04) / 883,

which states that it is inappropriate to provide

double benefit to full eliminate a tax burden

that was received by thetax exemption

method.

This clearly illustrates that there is a

loophole in the taxation system that creates

redundancy to the tax privileges from

exemption on the income and providing

deductible expenses on withholding taxes.

Surely, the principle of fairness, equity, and

neutrality for Thai investors is crucial when

adopting a DTA and the unilateral relief

measures that could completely affect the

taxation system.

CONCLUSION

The Conflicting Issues between Unilateral

and Bilateral Relief methods under the Thailand

Taxation Law’ focus on the analysis of eliminating

the double taxation burden when the income

of the companies or entities has been derived

from both cross-border source jurisdictions

and residence jurisdictions. This research

studied international taxation between two or

more countries, which is part of public

international law, in order to study the statuses

and connections between the states. The

research concluded that according to

international taxation law, there are three types

of methodologies that can eliminate a double

tax burden, namely; unilateral tax relief, bilateral

tax relief, and multilateral tax relief. This

research considers the popularity of tax reliefs

and what is being used in Thailand, which is

both unilateral and bilateral tax relief. Each tax

relief method, whether it is unilateral or bilateral

should be working in accordance with the

principles of a coexisting network, equity, and

neutrality while also focusing on Thai taxpayers

who directly receive the tax privileges to

eliminate double taxation.

The study further revealed that there is

some ambiguity in the principles and

methodologies regarding unilateral tax relief,

not only were they complex to be use but they

also caused legal gaps. This also led to loss of

revenue for the government from taxes.

Further, it led to the problem of loss of equity

in taxation and caused non-neutrality in

economy and investment in Thailand. In this

research, the researcher focused on the

problems created by the confusion resulting

from trying to use both Royal Decree No. 300

B.E. 2539, and Royal Decree No. 442 B.E.

2548 simultaneously.

Firstly, Royal Decree No. 300 B.E. 2539,

would have to certify the foreign tax credit

method in the formula  (A × C = Foreign Tax

Credit), calculated from (total amount income

earned in foreign country (×) Thai tax rate =
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foreign tax credit), while  looking at the foreign

tax credit method of DTAs which use the

formula of   (  = Foreign Tax Credit),

which was calculated by using the total amount

of income earned in a foreign country (÷) the

total amount of worldwide income (×) amount

of Thai tax = foreign tax credit. Therefore,

Royal Decree No.300, that mainly focuses on

the elimination of double taxation, on income

where there was not signed DTAs with

Thailand, should not provide tax privileges

more than foreign tax credits under the formula

for calculation under the DTAs method. This

has led to the belief that this difference in

calculation has caused a distortion to investors

who invest in a country where a DTA is present,

as compared to a country where no DTA has

been made. These differences have wiped out

neutrality.

Secondly, the study on Royal Decree No.

442 B.E. 2548 has revealed the problem of

providing excessive tax privileges by the use

of tax exemptions related to dividends which

were received from foreign countries in the

case of countries with no DTAs with Thailand.

Over-exemption on dividends was received

from receiving full tax exemption, under the

Tax Ruling of Revenue Department of

MF.0706 (KM.04)/883 which regulates

withholding taxes a foreign country takes from

a company that can be used for deductible

expenses under Revenue Code section 65 bis,

that are not prohibited in section 65 ter. This

calculates the net loss and profit for taxes paid

to Thailand, and allows an excessive measure

of tax exemptions, which lowers the tax liability

owed to Thailand after using the exemption

method.

Nevertheless, whether it is unilateral tax

relief under Royal Decree No. 300 B.E. 2539,

Royal Decree No. 442 B.E. 2548, or any

other act, there should be specification on

appropriate measures to prevent them from

being arbitrarily used. Considering specific

unilateral tax relief without connecting it to

bilateral relief should be in accordance to the

principals of capital import neutrality (CIN)

and capital export neutrality (CEN).

In addition, to specify unilateral tax relief

without restraint, arbitrariness, or without the

axiom of international treaties is unsuitable.

Inevitably, losing tax revenue can become

harmful to the stability of investment

opportunities made available to Thai investors

who have expanded their business to foreign

countries, especially where there has been no

negotiated Double Taxation Agreement (DTA)

with Thailand. Such agreements could lead to

further opportunities to expand into new

markets and move steadily toward

international economic prosperity.

Looking forward to the AEC (ASEAN

Economic Community), if Thailand has not

resolved the problems associated with

unilateral tax relief to comply with international

standards, it may affect international investment

in terms of both imports and exports. Related

to tax privileges of unilateral double taxation

relief, it may mostly affect investment coming

into Thailand. However, if Thailand has

resolved the problems by raising the level of

foreign tax credit, filling loopholes of excessive

tax privilege, amending provisions related to

tax privileges on exempt dividends, and made

the provisions more clear, inevitably, Thai

investors shall gain a sense of neutrality related

to the tax system that could also strengthen

the Thai economics system.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

As the research focuses on analyzing

unilateral tax relief in Thailand that aims to

eliminate double taxation and compares  it with

bilateral tax relief and international tax law, the

following three problems were identified:

1. The problem of the lack of parallel systems

in Royal Decree No. 300 B.E. 2539 and the

bilateral tax relief measures in DTAs, which

produces different levels for the calculation on

foreign tax credits. For this case, the

researcher proposes to amend the regulations

regarding the  calculation of foreign tax credits

so that it is equal to what is provided for in a

double taxation agreement (DTAs) with  the

formula of ( = Foreign Tax Credit).

This would be more suitable than the present

formula of Royal Decree No. 300 B.E. 2539,

as it would create fairness between taxpayers

those benefits derive from a DTA and those

that derive from Royal Decree No 300.

Moreover, the use of the same formula in

DTAs and Royal Decree No. 300 will profit

the government in not losing revenue from

uncollected taxes, as can be seen in cases

where the formula used was in accordance

with the Royal Decree and resulted in

excessive exemption of taxable income.

2. The provisions regarding unilateral tax

relief measures in the case of Royal Decree

No. 300 B.E. 2539 and Royal Decree No.

442 B.E. 2548 and the inappropriate result of

providing excessive tax privileges, the

researcher recommends the following 2

proposals:

1) In the case of Royal Decree No. 300

B.E.2539, there should be a clearer regulation

on granting tax privilege. In the case of

taxpayers who are subjected to the elimination

The Problems of Conflict between Unilateral and
Bilateral Relief under Thai Income Taxation Law

of double taxation under DTAs negotiated by

Thailand, they should be prohibited from using

the elimination method of foreign tax credit

under Royal Decree No. 300 B.E.2539 which

is a separate tax privilege.

2) Royal Decree No. 442 B.E. 2548 gives

taxpayers a privilege to exempt income from

dividends that are earned in foreign countries.

Moreover, taxpayers can claim the withholding

tax, which has already been paid in a foreign

country as deductible expenses within

Thailand. Therefore, in order to prevent double

privileges to taxpayers, there should be the

amendment to this regulation that sets

conditions for the use of tax privileges

according to Royal Decree 442. The

amendment should prohibit income received

in the form of dividends that are exempted

from tax in Thailand and the withholding taxes

that have been paid abroad from being

incorporated as an expense item in the tax

accounting report and therefore deductible

from the tax liability in Thailand. This change

will prevent taxpayers from taking advantage

of the tax system and not paying taxes on

income that they should pay taxes on.
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